Part 2
Patricia Crew Fleming’s
Letters & Journals
to Betsy Fleming Kittle
1983 to 1984
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Women in Browning/Crew/Fleming/Hynes Family
“Grandmother” Davidson:
b. c. 1830, Wales
Mary Anne Davidson:
b. c. 1850 Youngstown, OH
Hallie May (Nan) Riley Browning: b. c. 1873 Parkville, MO
Alice Davidson Browning Crew b. 1896 Santiago, Chile
d. 1919 Montevideo, Uruguay
Alice Patricia Crew Fleming 1919 Montevideo, Uruguay
d. 1984 Wilmington, DE
Elizabeth Chandler Fleming Kittle: b. 1950 Parkville, MO
Julia Patricia Kittle Hynes: b. 1985 Chicago, Illinois
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Pat Fleming’s Letters to Betsy Kittle
Mostly Summer of 1984
(My mom and Brian’s mom, Jeane Stiefel, spent three weeks together at my mom’s home on
St. John in the US Virgin Islands, Summer of 1984.]
Three of the letters, diary mentions, or notes in this section are my mother’s predictions
that I would have a daughter we would name Julia. I had a very difficult time getting pregnant
because I had had two ectopic pregnancies (1982 & 1983), so we still weren’t 100% sure I could
actually conceive a child. Undeterred, my mother could see this ethereal little daughter clearly.
We picked the name Julia after my great-grandmother Julia Alvord Cole. The name
Elizabeth had been recycled through two different families of Julia’s daughter, Elizabeth Cole
Fleming, and I wanted a fresh start, so to speak. Julia Cole’s husband, John A. Cole, was a civil
engineer who worked with water sanitation—a persistent and perplexing problem even today.
The Coles had moved to Chicago after the Chicago Fire in 1871 to help with the city’s
reconstruction.

So Julia and John Hynes are continuing a long family
tradition of repeating patterns.
My mother’s first entry is a postcard dated January 17, 1984, but I have included most of
her June 3, 1983, Journal entry out of date order because she writes of her lifetime struggle
thinking she “caused” her mother Alice’s death in Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1919. Alice
Browning Crew died giving birth to my mother; her letters home are Part 3 of this document. The
third mention of Julia is in an undated margin note in Nan Browning’s Journal, the driving
narrative of Part 3.
Finally, on May 25, 1984, an ultrasound of a real baby! We called it Cashew because,
well, take a look at Exhibit A.
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♀
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Exhibit
A

My 2nd ectopic pregnancy was dangerous because the fetus ruptured, and I required three units of
blood before they could operate on me. My mother, thinking she was now losing her only
daughter, used her Jungian network for support. I recovered, but when my mother died suddenly
in September 1984, her story was written about in several feminist psychology books. See: Judith
Duerk’s Circle of Stones: Woman’s Journey to Herself (LuraMedia: San Diego, 1989) (10-13)
and Maureen Murdock’s The Heroine’s Journey (Shambhala: Boston, 1990) (138-139).
PCF Journal
June 3, 1983
Dearest Bets—
Your letter to Mac on May 29 written for his birthday touched me as much as it touched
him. When you wrote about my passing on the oral tradition of your female heritage it hit the
very chord that has been sounding in me like a might Bell ever since I said goodbye to you in
Chicago & watched you turn to climb painfully up the stairs. I could hardly bear to leave you,
and would have stayed longer, perhaps forever… [See pages 7 && 10 for family trees.]
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When I was at [the Friends’ Conference on Religion and Psychology] Haverford I took
some clay & made 3 small bowls—one was Nan, my grandmother, one was me and the smallest
was you. I pushed these three clay bowls into a “nest of bowls” & added 3 sets of arms—each set
wrapped around the next. In your lap I put the baby that you lost? That is still to come? That I
can see so clearly. I call her Julia, and have such a strong sense that, one way or another, she
will come. I have been basking in the wonderful sense of reaching back to Nan & forward to

Julia. This has been a time of treat vulnerability for me, & perhaps even a little madness. A lot
of weeping for past & present loses.

♀
♀
♀
A lot of anger that things have been tough for you & for myself—a lot of needless
questions—why why why … dear God why?
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All very baffling. I thought I had ended or finished with my sense of guilt & anger and
hurt a long time ago—but here it is, all back in buckets.
For me this is intensely important as mental hygiene. If it is too heavy for you or not
relevant, say [set] it aside—maybe Julia will read this someday and laugh at a psychotic
grandmother.

♀
♀

♀
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One more mention of Julia: my mother has written in the margin of Nan’s Journal; she has
speculated on the exact moment she was conceived in Buenos Aires—perhaps after an afternoon
of her parents, Malcolm and Alice, playing duets in their livingroom… Yes, my mother was a
little crazy and definitely a “psychotic grandmother.” Perhaps she was just psychic. She wrote,
“I’ve always been so glad that I was created into this incarnation in a moment of real joy &
realness [?] & desire—I think this does affect the mind-set of the infant and does leave a lasting
impression of being truly wanted.” (Her full section is included in Part 3.)

As you were truly wanted, my darling daughter. Conceived as you were on a night of a full moon
in Ludington—after a Chinese dinner cooked by the Suns, a walk on the beach and an invocation
to the Gods as we looked at the golden path of the moon on Lake Michigan. So, take heart—
when the time is ready, nothing will keep Julia back!”

♀
The St. John letters begin
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June 27, 1984
Dear Betsy,
And of course, we are discussing Cashew—its sex, its hair colour—we favour red!—green
eyes? Yes! Betsy’s legs, Brian’s back, well the best of both of you of course—a little Taurus & a
little Leo.
I’m so glad you are feeling better. It is miserable to feel draggy & not able to eat. Thank
heavens you haven’t been up-chucking, but I think a headache is worse, I think.
Please start rubbing your tummy with baby oil or else the lubricant for cow’s udder that
[Aunt] Leslie used. *Bag Balm, terrific stuff. I didn’t lubricate my skin (nobody told me to do
so) & I got those terrible, ugly stretch marks that still show 40 years later. No need to get them if
you’ll help your skin supple. Have Brian rub your tummy every night.

Basically
I’m
no
longer worried about you—
It’s [baby] in the right place
& your good body will do the
rest. Just don’t overdo & get
too tired & relax.
Losing weight now is
terrific. You’ll be glad you
did later. But don’t please
gain more than 20 over all—it is too much to carry. Love to your moronically pleased Husband
from your equally moronically pleased Mother. I knew you could & would do it in your own
season, and so you have. Love and hugs, Mom
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July 5, 1984,
Dear Bets,
Little Whim
You & your baby are certainly living with us her this summer. We are having such fun
speculating about this child!

Boy or girl it doesn’t matter.

What is certain is it will be

extraordinary! Bright, red- headed, long legged, athletic (marvelous runner & swimmer) fearless,
stubborn, secure, loved, brilliant, talkative/but related to people, and devo ted to its grandmothers
who already adore it.

We’d like to know whether
you are eating supper yet, and hope
you are feeling better.

You are

lucky to not have 2 am sickness—
But being off your feed is a
miserable feeling, and keeps you
just not right.
It will pass, & in the end
will be so worth it—Truly.

It is

amazing how soon you forget all the misery in the Miracle of producing new life out of your own
flesh & bone.
I think of you all the time
Love, Mom
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July 26, 1984
Dear Bets,
Little Whim
Am so excited that you heard the baby’s heart beat. That does make it so real. It’s
moving up the ladder of creation so fast. All to do in nine months! From cell to tadpole to human
being.
Don’t worry about being a good mother—none of us ever had many lessons. I will come
& see you over the first two/three weeks as Nan came to me. By then you’ll be quite at home
with him or her, and there are good books, like cook books, that tell you every step!

As

[Aunt]

Karen

says—“Raising kids is
like raising dogs”—you
have to be firm, loving,
consistent,

and

pay

attention to their nonverbal signals. It’s just
the constancy of it that
is different—You really
can never be quite free of this new life—ever. And that is hard to get used to—or it was for me.
Pop is yammering to leave—
Love to Brian & Cashew & Big hugs to you
Mom
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August 4, 1984,
Dear Betsy,
One of these days you are going to feel that first faint fluttering of Cashew’s little feet or
whatever up under your breast bone. And then the knees & elbows poking in the night will begin,
& you’ll know for sure you are carrying a gymnast. I’m so glad you like your doctor &feel
comfortable with him. That is a big hurdle.

Cashew is growing and all you have to do is sleep & eat & watch your energy. You can’t
imagine how thrilled and thankful I am that you are not drinking or smoking. It is a terrible
handicap for a foetus—cuts down oxygen & other critical elements. But babies are incredibly
hardy & once they decide to come they seem to hang in there with all ten toes.

I can’t imagine that you won’t deliver normally. [Aunt] Betty had caesarean, but she is
very narrow & a different build. Both Helen & I did fine as did Mother E and all females on my
side—except my poor little mother. But she had thyroid problems all along & had an operation
during the pregnancy. And see—there was healthy me.
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Watch your weight—20 lbs maximum! I’m glad you lost to begin with. It makes it so
much easier—really. I gained 8 lbs! with Dan and he popped out—25 or so with Mic and he was
the hardest. Don’t forget to oil your belly. Ask Jeane for some of that heavy oil for cow’s
udders—It is the BEST! Lasts & penetrates.

[***] Am so glad you are feeling better.
Love, Mom

Moby awai ts Cashew’s arri val

Patricia Crew Fleming died on September 1, 1984.
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Betsy’s Pregnancy & Baby Julia (& Baby David, 1986, lower right)
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Little Whim, St. John, US Virgin Islands. Pat in the summe r of 1984, months before she
died. Julia (three months old) six months after her grandmothe r died. Painting by Pat.
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Flick and Flack, 1921 & 1987.
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Fishing: Pat in Piriápolis (1924?) and Betsy in Ludington (1955?)
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[Poppy’s New Letterhead—Purging]
Dear Betsy, [excerpt]
I tell everyone that my visit circled around one thing—the children. I may not have held
David and Julia as much and as often as I would have like to have (David wasn’t exactly
enthusiastic about cuddling up to me), but I never got my eyes off them. They are two beautiful,
healthy, normal, vigorous, active, fun children and I’m immensely proud to be related to them. I
think it’s too early to know how smart David will be, but there’s no doubt about that little
Valkyrie/Amazon/Aphrodite/Athena you have as a daughter. There’s nothing I can’t imagine her
doing, from joining the fire department crew down the street or coaching the Bears to leading us,
like Moses, into the Aquarian age. She’s entrancing to watch and to hold and to be with.

“Coolfont Resort,” Berkeley Springs,
West Virginia. 1990

1019 W. Webster St. 1986
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Wilmington News Journal (@1970)

Our li ving room at 196 Brecks Lane
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Welcome to CAMTAP:

MAC

Kiyikiyikus!
No-body like us,
We are the Fleming Family,
Always a-singing
Always a-grinning
Always a-feeling fine,
Ki-yi!

CAMTAP Photos & Letters; one
notebook of several
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PAT

CAMTAPV (Fifth canoe;
on Lake George)

MAC liked mountains and lakes; PAT liked beaches and oceans
CAMTAP liked Camping, Canoeing, Jungian Studies, Symbols, American Decorative Arts
Fle ming whistle: DJ Fleming's whistle has been handed down through two
generations and became our "family whistle." My brother Mic said, "It goes C,
C, A, C (or as Mom would have said, do, do, la, do)."
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